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Friday Umbrahall

Friday is a PC played by RetrofitStrawman, for the Arcadia Complex setting.

Friday Umbrahall

Real Name: Felicia Ulgerheim
Gender: Female
Race: Cybernetic-Human
Status: Undead
Age: 56
Faction: Independent
Occupation: Cybernetic Engineer, Medical Professional

Physical Appearance

Friday Umbrahall stands at an approximate height of 5' 3“, although this height can vary on certain
situations. She has the appearance of a 28 year old woman that, despite her slim figure, weighs
around 289 lbs, both of which are due to her entire body being composed of, or replaced with,
cybernetic enhancements of varying functions, size, and quality. Both of her arms have been totally
replaced, extending from the fingers to the shoulders, not even having synthetic skin to cover them.
She has two auxiliary arms, firmly attached to her back, folded until needed.

She's rather pale, her synthetic skin having a slightly grey hue, although the glow of various kinds of
tech can be seen from underneath. Her fluffy dark-brown hair is in a permanent bed-head state,
usually the back kept in a small ponytail. And finally, Friday has a pair of large green eyes, in a
constant state of dead fish eye, although looking somewhat ecstatic as well.

Friday usually wears a white sleeveless jacket with the upper back exposed, both to allow for access
to her enhancements, as well as loose-fitting dark-red cargo pants, with extra pockets for holding
every kind of medical supply (and attachments) that she needs.
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Biography

Felicia Ulgerheim was an engineer of cybernetics and biological enhancements. And she was a damn
good one too, spearheading a good deal of projects. But, she suddenly had a thought:

“Am I helping people?”

Of course not, the only ones who could even afford what she made were those who were rich as sin
anyway, and most didn't use them for anything worthwhile anyway. She thought some more, thinking,
“Wouldn't it be great if doctors were basically walking hospitals, having everything they'd ever need?”
And then it hit her:

“I should be that doctor.”

Quitting her job, using her experience and accumulated income, she set to work, making a massive
assortment of bodily enhancements. Ones ranging from chemical fabricators, to integrated scanners,
to even nanomachines later on. But there was one thing she forgot: she's not licensed to be a doctor,
nor are her cybernetics.

But, at that point, it was too late. Felicia had already replaced 50% of her bodily mass with
homemade technology, her own obsession blinding her to the incompatibilities between the vast
amount of devices, as well as the unlicensed software, culminated into one event: her accidental
zombification through personality-memory backups. She was no longer really alive, but not really
dead. Dysfunctions in her software slowly corrupting her memory and personality until she formed a
new one:

Friday Umbrahall.

Personality

Friday is extremely ecstatic and obsessive, having an extreme care for her (illegal) practice of
medicine and her quest to continually enhance herself, both of which she cannot be distracted from.
She's very prone to glitches, sometimes causing vocal problems among other things. Unlike other
doctors, “ethics” isn't a word in her vocabulary, so it isn't uncommon for her to use the fastest, most
effective, and most unethical route for medical procedures.

Her bedside manners are… not exactly the best, but usually never malicious. Its not easy to get her
genuinely mad, however she will shoot back at any attempts to. However, she's pretty much a ray of
sunshine at all times, even in the most inappropriate situations.

She love fast snacks, primarily those that can be cooked in a toaster.

Abilities/Skills

Cybernetic Engineering: Friday is extremely proficient in developing cybernetic
enhancements for living organisms, from years of studying and working in the field. While the
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quality suffers when her access to professional equipment is limited, if even available, they still
function exceptionally well.
Medical Proficiency: By having a mass of medical documentation downloaded and available
for almost-instantaneous access, she has become very skilled in medicine. Although, she is not
licensed, so she may not act professionally.
Cybernetically Undead: Due to her untimely, accidental demise, she technically is lacking a
soul for the foreseeable future. Take that as you will, with all upsides and downsides.
Programming: Cybernetic development requires programming to a degree, and to develop
them by herself… well, she needs to know a lot.

Enhancements

A partial list of all notable enhancements.

Auxiliary multitool arms, can only lift up to 5lbs each
Enhanced ertificial eyes, featuring: 2x-6x zoom, fish-eye lens, thermal vision, grayscale night
vision
Wrist-mounted auto-injectors
Palm-mounted defibrillators
Fingertip-mounted scalpels
Right-arm integrated centrifuge
Right-arm integrated minilab
Right-shoulder integrated adjustable light
Left-arm integrated sample scanner
Left-arm integrated pocket x-ray
Left-shoulder integrated single-slice toaster
Chemical fabricators, for things such as:

Caffeine
Anaesthetic
Sanitizer
Aspirin
And many more

Exposed spinal superconductor, with 8 standardized connection ports
360 degree head rotation platform
Artery-adjacent fabricator pathways
Worm nanomachines, stimulates cell repair, functions as binding and internal stitching, powered
by body heat
6 cranium direct-injection storage drives, each containing full documentation on various
medical procedures
Personality-memory backup-and-restore drive
Extendable leg pistons, for reaching the highest shelves. Maximum extension of 1'.
Synthetic skin
Vocal modulator

Tools/Items

Multitool Arm attachments, including:
Three-digit gripping claws
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Rotary saws
Rotary brushes
Scalpels
Chemical applicator
Drill bits

Various medical supplies, such as bandage rolls, medical tape, and thread.
Snacks. Lots of snacks. Almost half of her pockets are for snacks.
A knife, in case she can't use anything else.
Money for food and supplies.
Cybernetic installation equipment.

OOC Notes

Speech is represented by the colour code #8FCFCB.

Friday occasionally has vocal hiccups, percussive maintenance required.

This page was originally created by Straw on Sat 31-07-21.
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